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Abstract. Twitter and other microblogs have rapidly become a significant means
by which people communicate with the world and each other in near realtime.
There has been a large number of studies surrounding these social media, focusing on areas such as information spread, various centrality measures, topic
detection and more. However, one area which has received little attention is trying to better understand what information is being spread and why it is being
spread. One recent line of work has been looking at the problem of modeling
retweeting behaviors. This work has advocated mapping tweets into a conceptual
space such as Wikipedia categories and reasoning about diffusion behaviors in
that space. The work, however, did not show that this was in fact needed and the
question is whether one can get equally good reasoning by staying at the token
or word level. This paper looks at this particular question of whether one in fact
improve upon reasoning by mapping into a more abstract space or whether there
is a place for token-level modeling. We show that, in fact, token-level models do
have their place when reasoning about whether a tweet is likely interesting based
on the tweet words but that the conceptual space is better when reasoning about
homophily–similarities between users. Ideally one would like a hybrid model and
we show that while the hybrid model is not always the optimal, it does yield good
performance. We here repeat part of an earlier retweet study on over 768K tweet
and show that profiles using a combination of word-based and concept-based features work better than either of the simpler representations.
Keywords: information diffusion, social behaviors, social networks, text mining, user modeling

1

Motivation

The use of micro-blogging services, such as Twitter, has exploded exponentially in
recent years. For example, currently, millions of Twitter users post millions of 140character tweets about topics ranging from daily activities, to opinions, to links to funny
pictures. Beyond the large collection of user generated text, Twitter also has a social
network aspect, allowing users to publicly message one another directly, and set up
a social network of people who follow one another’s tweets. This rich relational and
textual setting has spurred research in a number of areas beyond traditional network
analysis (e.g., [9, 7]). For instance, Twitter has been analyzed to discover breaking news
[25], as a forum for analyzing media events [26], as a vehicle for information diffusion
[12, 10, 11], as a mechanism for language learning [1], and even for detecting natural
disasters in real-time [24].
Recent work has argued that context is critically important when one wants to delve
into such details [13]. The argument went that not all links area created equal, not all

people are the same, and not all pieces of content are interesting. If one can tag people,
links and content with semantically meaningful categories, then one ought to be able to
generate much finer-grained behavioral and predictive models to understand the dynamics of these social media networks. To do this, the authors analyzed the text of tweets
to find entities which they then looked up in Wikipedia. From here, they were able to
extract out a tree of categories associated with a particular entity and these categories
made up a user profile. This user profile was then used to model retweeting behaviors.
The argument was using these higher-level abstract categories provided better coverage
than the sparse 140-character tweets. This conjecture was not proven, however, and the
question is whether pure text-based methods might in fact be just as good at modeling
retweet behaviors. That is what this paper explores.
The key to our contribution lies in shedding light on whether text-based user profiles
are in fact useful for predicting retweeting behaviors and whether they are competitive
with the abstract profiles from prior work. Specifically, we will build a text-based user
model and use it in a similar study to that of a prior study on retweet behaviors [13].
We will show that the text-based model actually outperforms the abstract user model
when reasoning about the user’s affinity to a tweet but that the abstract model is better
when considering homophily (how similar two users are). We explore a hybrid model
to get the best of both models and show that it does perform comparably to the focused
models but that it is not always the best.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: in Section 2 we discuss related work.
We then, in Section 3 describe two approaches for building user modesl: the prior model
for tagging content and building user profiles, and the new text-based model which is
based on the Okapi BM25 information retrieval model [22]. We outline in Section 4 the
four behavior-based information-propagation models from prior work which we reuse
in our study here. Section 5 describes our case study on Twitter data, where we show
that the new text-based models work better than the general models and outperforms
the abstract models in certain cases. We finish by discussing our findings Section 6.

2

Related Work

Information diffusion is a topic which is receiving an increasing amount of attention in
many areas, social media as well (see, e.g., [12, 6, 23, 10, 27]). Most of these endeavors,
however, are focused on developing global statistics and metrics, such as understanding information cascades or learning pathways that information propagated. None of
the methods are seriously considering treating individuals differently or relations differently beyond was is captured by the high-level statistics.
Community detection algorithms have received significant attention in recent years
(see, e.g., [3, 17, 18, 29, 21]). The most common approaches take a graph (such as a
social network) and split it into k disjoint clusters, where each cluster supposedly represents a “community” in that graph.
Chen, et al., [2] explore the problem of recommending content (tweets). They build
a number of recommender approaches, one of which is “topic” based. They model
the topics of a user as a bag-of-words generated from the user’s tweets (with TF/IDF
weights). They then compare this feature vector modeling of the topics to a similar
feature vector of an incoming tweet to determine if it should be recommended.
Another approach to analyzing Twitter that uses topics is TwitterRank, which aims
to identify influential micro-bloggers [28]. This approach leverages LDA by creating a
single document from all of a user’s tweets and then using LDA to discover the topics
on this “document.”

Being able to semantically identify entities in content requires that we can disambiguate the entities within the content. Disambiguating entities is a (relatively) old problem in natural language processing [4] and there has been previous work on using dictionaries to aid this task (e.g., [30]). We instead leverage Wikipedia as a knowledge
base. While other research has proceeded in this direction [8, 15, 16, 5, 19], a key difference to our work is that none of these approaches are leveraged to determine the topics
that a user writes about, but rather are mechanisms for disambiguating entities in text.

3

Building User Profiles From Content

The focus of this paper is to compare and contrast two different approaches for building
user profiles with the goal of modeling retweeting behaviors. The first approach is based
on prior work and builds a user profile by mapping tweet content into abstract concepts
as represented by Wikipedia categories [13]. The second text-based user model which
we introduce in this paper is based on the Okapi BM25 information retrieval model
[22]. We also discuss how we might combine these two to get the best of both worlds.
3.1 Building Concept-level User Profiles
The approach we adopt here stems from prior work which profiles Twitter users based
on their tweets [14]. This approach was used recently to show how such a profile performed will in modeling user’s retweeting behaviors [13]. While the approach was used
specifically to profile Twitter users, it can work with any user-generated content. As our
study focuses on Twitter, this approach is a good fit for us as we can leverage this to
focus on the behavior models below.
The aim is to generate “topic profiles” of users based upon what they post about.
We define a topic profile as a list of the common, high-level topics about which a user
posts, under the premise that these are the topics of interest to a Twitter user, since s/he
tweets frequently about them.
The concept-based approach to discovering a Twitter user’s topic profile is based on
the idea that the topics of interests can be identified by finding the entities about which
a user tweets, and then determining a common set of high-level categories that covers
these entities. As a running example, consider the following real-world tweet:
#Arsenal winger Walcott: Becks is my England
inspiration: http://tinyurl.com/37zyjsc

There are four entities of interest in this tweet: Arsenal, which refers to the Arsenal
Football Club of England; Walcott, which refers to Theo Walcott, a player for Arsenal;
Becks, which refers to football superstar David Beckham; and England. A category
that covers these entities within the tweet might be “English Football.” To develop a
concept-based topic profile for a user, we analyze all of their tweets and determine the
set of common high-level categories that covers the set of tweets. This set of categories
defines the topic profile. In our example, the profile may include “English Football,”
“World Cup,” etc.
In order to map entities into high-level topics, and following other prior work in
this space, we here use Wikipedia as a knowledge base. Wikipedia provides encyclopedic knowledge about entities which we leverage to disambiguate their mentions in the
tweets. Once disambiguated, we use the “folksonomy”1 defined by Wikipedia’s userdefined categories to map entities to the categories that will define the topic profile.
1

A folksonomy is a crowd-sourced taxonomy

The general approach consists of two steps and is shown
in Figure 1. In step 1 (“Discover Categories”), we discover
the entities in the tweets, disambiguate them, and then retrieve
the sub-tree of categories from
the folksonomy that contains the
disambiguated entity. In step 2
(“Discover Profile”), we analyze
all of the subtrees for all of the
discovered entities in a users set
of tweets, and determine the set
of categories that defines that
user’s topic profile (e.g., the topics of interest).

Input Tweets
#Arsenal winger Walcott: Becks is my England inspiration: http://tinyurl.com/37zyjsc
Oh, and Senderos's Dad is lovely fella too. Philippe cried in d/r after #Arsenal CL
defeat at Liverpool. That shows he cares - wish more did

Step 1: Discover Categories
Discover Entities in Tweet
Disambiguate Entities
Retrieve Folksonomy Sub-Tree

Step 2: Discover Profile
Generate Topic Profile from
Sub-Trees
Topic Profile:
“English Football”
“World Cup”

Fig. 1. Topic Profiles from User-generated Content

Discovering Categories for Tweets
The first step in discovering the categories for tweets involves discovering the entity
mentions in the tweets themselves. Generally, the task of discovering entities is called
“named entity recognition” (NER). While much work on NER first parses sentences
and finds phrases that include proper nouns, tweets are ungrammatical and noisy, and
we therefore cannot guarantee parses for our data. Our approach is to look for capitalized, non-stopwords as possible named entities. This ensures high recall (we retrieve
many possible entities) while conforming to the difficulty of our data.
Once we have discovered the entities in a tweet, we next disambiguate them by finding the page in Wikipedia about that entity. The way we identify the specific Wikipedia
page for an entity is to search for the entity (looking for the entity either in the text of a
page or in the title). Wikipedia may return a set of candidates that match the entity. To
deal with such a disambiguation problem, we leverage the “local context” of the tweet.
Specifically, we treat the text of the tweet (excluding the entity term to disambiguate) as
the context for that entity. If we are using the example tweet, and our current entity to
disambiguate is “Arsenal,” then the local context is {winger, Walcott, Becks,
. . .}. We then select the Wikipedia page that contains the most of these context words.
Remember that we are interested in the higher concepts which are relevant to the entity
in question. We retrieve these as a category tree based on the folksonomic category tree
which the identified entity page is situated in.
This is done by following the categories which can be found at the bottom of most
Wikipedia pages. Each such category has a name, and links to its category page. That
category page in turn contains a list of entities that belong to that category, along with
another set of categories that generalize the current one (e.g., parent categories). We
empirically chose to go 2 levels deep, as at this point the categories were sufficiently
general and vague, and with a branching factor averaging around 20, this already provides a large number of categories.
Generating User Profiles from Category Trees The output of the previous step is a
set of sub-trees rooted on the categories for each of the disambiguated entities in each of
the tweets. The goal of this step is to take in this forest of sub-trees and generate a userspecific topic-of-interest profile. We represent this profile as a high-dimensional vector

of category ids and their weight. The weight of unseen categories
is 0. The weight of
P
category c for user u is computed as follows: w(c, u) = t∈tc,u b−dc,t , where tc,u is
the set of tweets from user u which contain category c, dc,t is the depth of category c in
the sub-tree it was observed in, and b is a branching factor (we use b = 20.)
3.2 Building Text-based Profiles
While the category-profile above has many fine points, it is also complex and requires
non-trivial computations. The key question we ask in this paper is whether such a profile is necessary. Perhaps a simpler word-based profile will work just as well in modeling retween behavior. To this end, we define a word-based profile which uses only
the words that show up in a tweet. The approach we chose to build a word-based profile leverages the well-known Okapi BM25 ranking function from information retrieval
[22]. We chose this particular function because it works well with short text.
As with the category-based profile, the word-based profile is represented as a vector.
However instead of a vector of category ids and their weights, this profile consists of a
vector of words and their weights. As above, if a word is not used by the user then its
weight is 0 and can be ignored for that user.
The weight for word w for user u is computed as follows:
f (w,u)·(k1 +1)
|Du |
f (w,u)+k1 ·(1−b+b· avgD
)
Nu −n(w)+0.5
,
n(w)+0.5

w(w, u) = IDF (w) ·
IDF (w) = log

where f (w, u) is the number of times u has used word u,k1 and b are both free
variables which we set to 1.8 and 0.75 respectively based on external sources. Du is
the number of words used by user u and avgD is the average number of words used
by users. In computing IDF (w), we define Nu as the number of users and n(w) the
number of users using word w.
Because tweets are generally short, we use both stop-listing and stemming [20] to
reduce the dimensionality of the words to help with the otherwise inherent sparsity
introduced in the micro-blogging environment. Also, following standard practice, we
ignore or prune words which are used by fewer than 5 users.
3.3 Building Hybrid Profiles
It may be that the category-based profile is good in a particular situation whereas the
word-based profile is good in another. In fact, we will show that this is the case. Since
neither is always the better profile to use, it might be possible to combine the two in a
principled manner to achieve a consistently good performance.
We explored a few different hybrid profiles, including using each of the categoryand word-based profiles separately and going with the profile which yielded the most
confidence, naı̈vely combining the two profile vectors, to generate a vector in a combined space or averaging the scores from using each of the profiles.
Empirically, averaging the scores yielded the best performance among the hybrid
profiles and that is the one we will report on below.

4

Information-propagation Behavior Models

The study which prompted the work described in this paper used category-based profiles to explore four different retweeting behavior models [13]. We perform the same
experiments in this paper to ensure a valid comparison with the original work, and we
therefore briefly describe the four models from the original study.

The general problem explored is that of modeling retweet behaviors in Twitter users.
As a user processes a stream of tweets, at some point a decision is made to retweet one
of the observed tweets. We explore four different models for selecting these tweets.
4.1 General Model (general)
The general model assumes that a user will randomly retweet any tweet previously seen,
but with a much higher likelihood of retweeting a tweet just seen than one seen longer
ago. Based on prior work, use a powerlaw to represent the general retweeting model:
Pgm (x) = α ∗ time(x)−β ,
where Pgm (x) is the likelihood that x will be retweeted and time(x) is defined as the
number of minutes passed since x was original tweeted.
4.2 Recent Communication Model (recent)
The second model uses the network and recency effect, where a user is be more likely
to retweet someone s/he has recently been in “contact” with either through a retweet or
through a direct message (by using the @user construct in Twitter.)
We modify the general propagation model to especially consider tweets by someone
the user has recently been in contact with. This model is defined as:
Precent (x) = Pgm (x) ∗ [α ∗ P (x|I(x)) + (1 − α) ∗ P (x|!I(x))] ,
where α is a parameter we estimate for the likelihood that a user will retweet someone
which the user has been in contact with within the last 24 hours, and I(x) (!I(x))
represent the fact that x was tweeted by someone (not) in the set of recent contacts.
4.3 On-topic Model (topic)
This models whether a person is more likely to retweet a tweet which is aligned with
the user’s topic-of-interest profile. Remember that a user’s profile and a tweet both are
represented as a high-dimensional vector of weighted Wikipedia categories (or words).
We define the similarity between a tweet and a user’s profile as the cosine distance
of the two vectors. By observing what is retweeted, we can generate the underlying empirical distribution of Pts (x|simT (x, u)), where simT (x, u) is the similarity between
a user’s profile and that of the tweet (regardless of whether those profiles are categorybased, word-based or a hybrid). The topic-based model is then defined as:
Ptopic (x) = Pgm (x) ∗ Pts (x|simT (x, u)).
As in the prior study, the empirical model Pts (x|simT (x, u)) comes from the data, we
may find that there are certain levels of similarity where a user is more likely to retweet.
4.4 Homophily Model
The final retweet model we use is based on profiles of users. It may be that a user
is more likely to retweet another user if they share similar profiles, regardless of the
content of the tweet. We define similarity as above and represent the profiles as vectors
in high-dimensional space as described above.
By observing what is retweeted, we generate the underlying empirical distribution
of Pps (x|simH (x, u)), where simH (x, u) is the similarity between a user’s profile and
that of the profile of the user who sent the original tweet. The homophily-based model
is then defined as:
Phomophily (x) = Pgm (x) ∗ Pps (x|simH (x, u)).
As above, simP (x, u) is an empirical model which comes from the data.

5

Case Study

We now turn to our case study. We focus here on a Twitter data set which we have
processed using the approach above to generate user profiles. We explore which of our
four models best fit the observed retweeting behaviors in the data.
5.1 Data
We here consider a data set of tweets collected between 9/20/2010 and 10/20/2010
based on monitoring 2,400 Twitterers in the Middle East. We identified these individuals using a snowball sampling method where we started from a seed set of ˜125
Twitterers who self-reported (in their profile) to reside in the Middle East. From there,
we expanded the set of users to monitor whenever we saw a retweet or a mention (the
user construct), adding only users who self-reportedly were in the same region. After
a short period of time, we had reached ˜2,400 Twitterers which turned out to be a fairly
stable set of users and we have kept this set since then.
The full tweet dataset (from 9/20/2010 through 10/20/2010) contains over 768, 000
tweets. We first down-selected to users who had at least three tweets and three retweets.
From here, we ended up with 482K tweets, 43% of which had both categories and unpruned words and 84% of which had non-pruned words. Of these 482K tweets, 103K
of them were retweets where 70% of them had both categories and words and 94%
contained non-pruned words. Of these, 16K were retweets where the person retweeted
also had tweeted and retweeted at least 3 times.
5.2 Experimental Methodology
The purpose of our study is to explore which of our models yield the better performing
predictive model. Prior work suggests that the homophily-based model worked the best
with a category-based profile. We here explore whether this and other prior findings
hold true when put up against a word-based profile.
We identify the most likely model for each retweet by calculating the respective
probabilities (e.g., Pgm (x)) and choosing the model with the highest probability. We
sum up over all retweets how often each model was the most likely.
We also compute, for each user, the overall best model for that particular user. We
do so by computing, for each model, the overall likelihood of seeing all retweets for a
given user. We then compute, for each model, how many users were best explained by
that model.
5.3 Fitting the Models
We first fit our models to the data. While there may be statistical issues with fitting and
evaluating the models on the same data if one wanted to use the models for predictive
behavior, we are here particularly interested in which models best fit (and hence explain)
the data.
We start by fitting the general model to the distribution of the minutes between
a retweet and the original tweet. This distribution follows a powerlaw distribution as
we see in Figure 2 and when we fit our general model to this distribution, we get the
following powerlaw distribution:
Pgm (x) = 0.2 ∗ time(x)−1.15 .
We next fit the “recency” model. Roughly 37% of all retweets were a retweet of
someone who the Twitterer had communicated with (through a retweet or a mention)
within the last 24 hours. Hence, the recency model is instantiated as:
Precent (x) = Pgm (x) ∗ [0.37 ∗ P (x|I(x)) + 0.63 ∗ P (x|!I(x))] .

Fig. 3. Observed vs. expected distributions of how well the profile of an original Twitter user
matches with the user doing the retweeting. The left shows the distribution when using categorybased profiles, the right the word-based profiles. At worst the probability goes down to 1e − 05
whereas the word-based profiles go down to 1e−07. They are otherwise very similar qualitatively
and we see there is a big lift in observed distributions. Note the log scale on the y-axis.

To fit the Topic model and Homophily model, we generated the distributions to compute Pts (x|simT (x, u))
and Pps (x|simH (x, u)). To do this, we
computed, for each retweet, the similarity between the tweet profile and the user
profile (of the user doing the retweet) as
well as the similarity between the profiles of the user doing the retweeting and
the user posting the original tweet. Our
similarity measure (the cosine distance)
lies in the range [0 : 1], which we dis- Fig. 2. General Model: y-axis is the ratio of
retweets, and the x-axis is the number of mincretize into 101 bins (0 through 100). We utes between a retweet and the original tweet.
then computed, for each bin, the ratio of As can be seen, this approximates a powerlaw
retweets which fell into that bin (sepa- distribution with a slope of −1.15.
rately for the profile-similarity and the
topic-similarity). These ratios then make up the empirical distribution which is the fit
for our two models. We also computed the “expected” ratios as a baseline comparison.
This was done by computing the average similarity between any tweet and a user (for
the expected fit of the topic-model with no observed retweeting behavior) as well as the
average similarity between users (for the expected fit of the profile-model again with no
observed retweeting behavior).
Figure 3 shows the empirical distributions for the homophily-models when using the
category-based profiles as well as the word-based profiles. The word-based and hybridbased profiles have almost identical distributions to that of the word-based profiles and
are not shown here. Note that the y-axis is a log-scale.
We show, for both distributions, the observed retweet fit and the expected fit. We can
see that although the observed distributions have high probability mass at 0 similarity,
the expected models had much higher masses at 0 and much lower probability mass as
the similarity increased, whereas the observed models showed that there was a strong
signal in the similarity. Also note that the models generally decrease as we get closer to

Fig. 4. How well do different profiles correlate? Specifically, for the Homophily (on left) and
Topic (on right) models, how much correlation is there between predictions using the categorybased profile vs. the words-based profile?

Model
General
Recency
Topic
Homophily

Category
Wins
Pct
1446
9%
4918 32%
3183 20%
7037 45%

Profile Type
Word
Wins
Pct
946
6%
4976 32%
3834 25%
6486 42%

Hybrid
Wins
Pct
1005
6%
5229 34%
3390 22%
6591 42%

Table 1. How often was each model the most likely explanation for a retweet. As we can see, the
homophily-based model was the clear winner regardless of which profile was used. We also see
that the hybrid profile gets the best performance of the homophily-model.

a similarity of 1 and then increase. This is because there are just few tweets and profiles
that are at the 90 − 99% level of similarity. We see the increase at the end for both
the observed retweets as well as for the expected retweets. We therefore compute the
probability as the logodds of the empirical distribution and the expected distribution.
Prior studies have shown that the category-based models (topic and homophily) fit
the data better than the general model [13]. We will ask whether these models also
perform better than the word-based models which are much simpler to compute. In
other words, can we justify through improved performance the work needed to map
text into higher concepts such as the Wikipedia categories.
5.4 Results
To better understand the difference between the category- and word-based profiles, we
look at whether their respective prediction scores correlate. In particular, we wanted to
understand why there is little difference and we also wanted to validate that there were
tweets that had low score in one profile but not the other (i.e., there were informative
words, but none of them mapped into Wikipedia). Figure 4 show the correlation between
scores of the category- and word-based profiles on the Homophily and Topic models.
Not surprisingly, there is a strong correlation between scores, but we also see a fair
amount of outliers on either side where one profile picks up signals where the other
does not. This would suggest that the two types of profiles probably would have similar
performance but perhaps a hybrid model would do better.
We first explore how often each model best explained each of the 16K retweets in
our data set. Table 1 shows, for each of the four models, and for each of the three types

Model
General
Recency
Topic
Homophily

Category
Wins
Pct
203 12%
234 14%
518 31%
1116 67%

Profile Type
Word
Wins
Pct
145
9%
222 13%
597 36%
1076 65%

Hybrid
Wins
Pct
145
9%
232 14%
529 32%
1143 69%

Table 2. How many users were best “explained” by each model as the most likely explanation
for that user’s overall behavior. As we can see, the homophily-based model is significantly better
than the other models, with the topic model a far second after it.

Model
General
Recency
Topic
Homophily

Profile Type
Category Word Hybrid
12%
8%
8%
13%
12%
13%
27%
32%
27%
48% 48%
51%

# Models
1
2
3
4

Profile Type
Category Word Hybrid
447
461
468
493
532
516
406
414
419
319
258
262

Table 3. On average, how often was each model Table 4. How many models were needed to
used by each user? How did this differ across best fit a particular user?
different types of profiles?

of profiles, how often it was the best explanation for an observed retweet. As shown
in prior work, the homophily-based model significantly outperforms the other models,
regardless of the type of profile being used. However, the main question we address in
this paper is whether there is a difference in the comparative performance of the three
types of profiles. Overall, we see a slight increase in the topic models when we use the
word or hybrid profiles; we also see that the general model is used less.
These numbers may be dominated by the users who have the most tweets. We therefore analyzed each user and identified the “best” model per user. Table 2 shows for how
many users each model was deemed the “best fit”. As we can see, the qualitative behavior is roughly the same although the homopholy model is now by far the best fitting
model, where the hybrid profile yields the overall best performance.
Taking this analysis deeper, we look at what models best describe particular users.
For each retweet, we identify the model which best explains that retweet and count
these up over users. For a user we then get the number of times each model was the
best. Table 3 shows, on average over all users, how often each model was picked. We
see a qualitatively same distribution as before, where the Homophily model using the
hybrid profile was picked the most. An alternate view of the same data is shown in
Table 4, where we compute for each user how many different models were picked over
all that user’s retweets. The table shows how many users were best explained by 1, 2,
3 or all 4 models. Interestingly we see that using categories resulted in more people
having to use 4 models, whereas using words and a hybrid profile resulted in the richer
models being used more often and fewer users needed to use the general model.
All of these results complement the earlier work where we have shown that the
Homophily-based model is by far the better model but that its performance does rely on
how similarity is computed. The consistent result shows that word-based and categorybased profiles yield good results, where the word-based profily in general has the best

performance for the Topic-model but the hybrid profile in general gets the best performance out of the models.

6

Discussion

We have in this paper taken a close look at what drives retweet processes in Twitter.
We studied a set of Twitter users over a period of a month and sought to explain the
individual information diffusion behaviors, as represented by retweets, in this domain.
The key question we asked in this paper was whether the underlying representation of
profiles would have an impact on how well our retweet models fit the observed data.
The work builds upon a recent study which argued that representing user profiles in
an abstract space of Wikipedia categories was necessary in order to be able to get useful
similarity measures. The argument was that text from microblogs would be too sparse to
generate good profiles. This paper showed that this is in fact not necessarily the case. We
showed that building user profiles from the text and using them in the retweet models
yielded performance comparable to that of using the Wikipedia categories. However,
we also found that the ratio of tweets where categories could be extracted was less than
50%, showing the limitation of relying completely on this mapping.
We further showed that a model using a hybrid profile of both categories and text
worked even better although they still did not explain all retweets observed. This suggest that thre is still plenty of work to be done.
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